Verbrugge Terminals
Wood logs handling services
Breakbulk & Containers

Introduction
Verbrugge International is a family-owned company, operating three deep-sea terminals in
Vlissingen and Terneuzen in the South West of the Netherlands. We offer the full package of
logistics services to our customers in a one-stop-shop concept. The entire logistic operation
can be outsourced to Verbrugge i.e.: stevedoring, transshipment, storage, warehousing,
container forwarding, transport and distribution per vessel, barge, rail or truck and port
agency services. Furthermore, we offer value added services like fumigation, packing,
customs services, and fiscal representation.

Fumigation services for containers
At our terminals in Vlissingen, we offer efficient,
sustainable, flexible and high-quality fumigation
services, at very competitive rates. We take care
of fast and efficient logistics, whereas our
selected fumigation partners are providing
fumigation services in compliance with all
applicable regulations.
At our Verbrugge Zeeland Terminal in Vlissingen
we are operating a large fumigation yard, where
we offer a capacity of at least 1,000
CONTAINERS per week.

Container stuffing
We also provide stuffing services. Wood logs arrive in BREAKBULK, by barge, rail or truck.
We stuff them into container and position the containers at the fumigation area for further
treatment.
Vlissingen is located between Antwerp and Rotterdam. We provide fast and reliable
deliveries per barge, to all container terminals in Antwerp and Rotterdam. To provide a full
range of services, we also offer container barging from several terminals in Germany, to our
fumigation zone in Vlissingen.

Verbrugge Zeeland Terminals
-

Big capacity for containers
Located between Rotterdam and
Antwerp
Stuffing of wood logs in
containers possible
Own barging service for pick-up
and delivery
Tri-modal (water / rail / road)
ONE-STOP-SHOP

Fumigation of wood logs in breakbulk
We also provide handling and storage for wood logs in breakbulk. Shipments of wood logs
up to 50,000 CBM can be handled and fumigated in a safe and efficient way. We can receive
the wood logs either by barge, rail or truck. We store them at our terminal and load them on
board of a deep-sea vessel. Our terminal is located close to the open sea, freely accessible
for vessels up to 14.5 meters draft.
Fumigation is done on board of the incoming barges, at the quayside or on board of deepsea vessel. A detailed operational plan is made, to minimize the laytime of the vessel and
ensure fumigation and inspection within the shortest possible timeframe.

Verbrugge Scaldia Terminals
-

Wood logs in breakbulk
Located between Antwerp and
Rotterdam
Shipments up to 50,000 CBM
Tri-modal (water / rail / road)
ONE-STOP-SHOP
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